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ABSTRACT 
 

From the automated text processing point of view, natural 
language is very redundant in the sense that many different 
words share a common or similar meaning. For computer 
this can be hard to understand without some background 
knowledge. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is a technique 
that helps in extracting some of this background knowledge 
from corpus of text documents. This can be also viewed as 
extraction of hidden semantic concepts from text 
documents. On the other hand visualization can be very 
helpful in data analysis, for instance, for finding main 
topics that appear in larger sets of documents. Extraction of 
main concepts from documents using techniques such as 
LSI, can make the results of visualizations more useful. For 
example, given a set of descriptions of European Research 
projects (6FP) one can find main areas that these projects 
cover including semantic web, e-learning, security, etc. In 
this paper we describe a method for visualization of 
document corpus based on LSI, the system implementing it 
and give results of using the system on several datasets. 

 
1  INTRODUCTION 
 

Automated text processing is commonly used when dealing 
with text data written in a natural language. However, when 
processing the data using computers, we should be aware of 
the fact that many words having different form share a 
common or similar meaning. For a computer this can be 
difficult to handle without some additional information -- 
background knowledge. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 
[2] is a technique for extracting this background knowledge 
from text documents. It employs a technique from linear 
algebra called Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and 
the bag-of-words representation of text documents for 
extracting words with similar meanings. This can also be 
viewed as the extraction of hidden semantic concepts from 
text documents.  
 
Visualization of a document corpus is a very useful tool for 
finding the main topics that the documents from this corpus 
talk about. For example, given a set of descriptions of 
European research projects in IT (6th Framework IST), 
using document visualization one can find main areas that 

these projects cover, such as semantic web, e-learning, 
security, etc. Bag-of-words representation of text has very 
high dimensionality, so in order to visually represent text 
documents, the number of dimensions has to be reduced. 
This can be done by first extracting main concepts from 
documents using LSI and than using this information to 
position documents on a two dimensional plane that can be 
plotted on computer screen. 
 
As a part of Text Garden software tools for text mining1 
we have developed a component that provides different 
kinds of document corpus visualization based on LSI and 
multidimensional scaling [3]. This paper is organized as 
follows.  Section 2 provides a short description of LSI and 
multidimensional scaling, while its application to 
document visualization is given in Section 3. Description 
of the developed system implementing the method is given 
in Section 4. Section 5 provides conclusions and 
discussion. 
 
2  BUILDING BLOCKS 
 

2.1  Representation of text documents 
 

In order to use the algorithms, which we will presented 
below, text documents must first be represented as vectors. 
We use the standard Bag-of-Words (BOW) representation 
together with TFIDF weighting [1]. In the BOW 
representation there is a dimension for each word; a 
document is encoded as a feature vector with word 
frequencies as elements. Elements of vectors are weighted, 
in our case using the standard TFIDF weights as follows. 
The i-th element of the vector containing frequency of the 
i-th word is multiplied with IDFi = log(N/dfi), where N is 
total number of documents and dfi is document frequency 
of the i-th word (the number of documents from the whole 
corpus in which the i-th word appears). 
 
2.2  Latent Semantic Indexing 
 

A well known and used approach for extracting latent 
semantics (or topics) from text documents is Latent 
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Semantic Indexing. In this approach we first construct 
term-document matrix A from a given corpus of text 
documents. This is a matrix with vectors of documents 
from a given corpus as columns. The term-document matrix 
A is then decomposed using singular value decomposition, 
so that A = USVT; here matrices U and V are orthogonal 
and S is a diagonal matrix with ordered singular values on 
the diagonal. Columns of matrix U form an orthogonal 
basis of a subspace in the bag-of-words space where 
vectors with higher singular values carry more information 
-- this follows from the famous theorem about SVD, which 
tells that by setting all but the largest k singular values to 0 
we get the best approximation for matrix A of rank k). 
Because of all this, vectors that form the basis can be also 
viewed as concepts. The space spanned by these vectors is 
called the Semantic Space. 
 
Each concept is a vector in the bag-of-words space, so the 
elements of this vector are weights assigned to the words 
coming from our documents. The words with the highest 
positive or negative values form a set of words that are 
found most suitable to describe the corresponding concept. 
 
2.3  Dimensionality reduction 
 

We are using linear subspace methods and 
multidimensional scaling as methods for reducing space 
dimensionality. They can be both applied to any data set 
that is represented as a set of vectors in some higher 
dimensional space. Our goal here was to lower the number 
of dimensions to two so that the whole corpus of 
documents can be shown on a computer screen. 
 
Linear subspace methods, like Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) or Latent Semantic Indexing, focus on 
finding direction in original vector space, so they capture 
the most variance (as is the case for PCA) or are the best 
approximation for original document-term matrix (as is the 
case for LSI). By projecting data (text documents) only on 
the first two directions we can get the points that live in the 
two dimensional space. The problem with this approach is 
that only the information from the first two directions is 
preserved. In case of LSI it would mean that all documents 
are described using only the two main concepts. 
 
Another approach is called multidimensional scaling [3]. 
Here the points representing documents are positioned into 
two dimensions so they minimize some energy function. 
The basic and most common form of this function is 
  

E = ∑i≠jδij - d(xi, xj))2, 
 

where xi are two dimensional points and δij represents the 
similarity between documents i and j. An intuitive 
description of this optimization problem is: the better the 
distances between points on the plane approximate real 
similarity between documents, the lower the value of the 
energy function. Function E is nonnegative and equals zero 

only when distances between points match exactly with 
similarity between documents. 
 
3  VISUALIZATION USING DIMENSIONALITY 
REDUCTION 
 

We propose combining the two methods (linear subspace 
and multidimensional scaling) as they have some nice 
properties that fit together. What follows is description of 
the proposed algorithm: 
 
Input: Corpus of documents to visualize in form of TFIDF 
vectors. 
Output: Set of two dimensional points representing 
documents. 
Procedure: 

1. Calculate k dimensional semantic space generated 
by input corpus of documents, 

2. Project documents into the semantic space, 
3. Apply multidimensional scaling using energy 

function on documents with Euclidian distance in 
semantic space as similarity measure. 

 
There are two main problems to be solved to make the 
above algorithm work efficiently. First problem is how to 
determine the value of k. One way of doing this is by 
checking the singular values. Let Σk = S1

2 + S2
2 + … + Sk

2, 
where Si is i-th singular value. We know that  
Σn = Trace(ATA), where n is the number of the documents 
in the corpus and A is the term-document matrix. From this 
we can guess the k by prescribing the ratio Σk / Σn to some 
fixed value, for example 50%. 
 
A more difficult problem is how to perform 
multidimensional scaling efficiently. One way is to use 
gradient descent. The problem with this approach is that 
the energy function is not convex: it usually has many 
local minima which are not that interesting for us. One 
could start this method more times with different initial 
state and than choose the results with the lowest energy. 
This energy function can also be reformulated in the 
following way. Given a placement of points, we calculate 
how to move each point so we minimize energy function. 
Lets denote the current positions of points with (xi,yi) and 
the desired position with (xi',yi') = (xi + δxi, yi + δyi). Than 
we have 

dij'2 - dij
2 = (xi – xj)2 + (yi - yj)2 – 
    (xi + δxi - xj - δxj)2 +  
    (yi + δyi - yj - δyj)2 ≈ 

≈ (xi - xj) δxi + (xj - xi) δxj + (yi - yj) δyi + (yj - yi) δyj = 
= [(xi - xj), (xj - xi), (yi - yj), (yj - yi)][ δxi, δxj, δyi, δyj]T. 

By writing this down as a matrix we get a system of linear 
equations which has a vector of moves towards the minima 
(δx and δy) for the solution. This is an iteration which 
finds a step towards minimizing energy function and is 
more successful at avoiding local minima. Each iteration 
involves solving a linear system of equations with a sparse 



 

matrix (4 non-zero elements per row). We do this very 
efficiently using the Conjugate Gradient method. At the 
end, points are normalized to lie in the square K =[0,1]2. 
 
4 VISUALIZATION BEYOND DIMENSION 
REDUCTION 
 

After the documents from corpus are mapped onto a two 
dimensional plane, some other techniques can be used to 
make the structure of documents more explicit for the users: 

• Landscape generation: landscape can be generated 
by using the density of points. Each point from 
square K is assigned height using the formula h(x, 
y) = ∑i exp(-σ ||(x,y) - (xi, yi)||2). 

• Keywords: each point from square K can be 
assigned a set of keywords by averaging TFIDF 
vectors of documents which appear within a circle 
with centre in this point and radius R. 

We use these features when showing visualizations to make 
them more descriptive and to improve the overall user 
experience. In our system, called Text Garden Document 
Atlas, the documents are presented as points on a map and 

the density is shown as a texture in the background of the 
map. The most common keywords are shown for the areas 
around the map. When the user moves the mouse around 
the map a set of the most common keywords is shown for 
the area around the mouse (the area, from which these 
keywords are extracted, is marked with a circle). The user 
can also zoom-in to see specific areas in more details. By 
clicking on a document, more information about it is shown 
on the left side of the screen. 
 
Two examples of the visualizations can be seen in Figure 1 
and Figure 2. Figure 1 shows visauliation of the European 
IST 6th framework projects collected as follow up of 5th 
framework analysis [4]; here each document from the input 
corpus is a description of one research project. Figure 2 
shows visualization of a corpus with questions from 
Spanish judges collected through interviews with judges 
[5]; here one question is treated as one document. 
 
5  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Figure 1. Visualization of European IST projects from 6th framework. 



 

We have proposed a method for efficient visualization of 
large data collections and describe the developed system 
implementing the method. The system was already 
successfully used for visualizing different kinds of document 
corpora – from project descriptions, scientific articles to 
questions and even clients of an Internet grocery store. We 
found that the system is very helpful for data analysis 
because it offers quick insight into the structure of the 
visualized corpus. We will continue to use the user feedback 
as a guide for adding new features, which would make this 
tool even more informative and useful. One area not fully 
explored yet is the use of background relief. Now we use it 
to show the density of documents but it can also serve for 
showing some other attributes. 
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Figure 2 . Visualization of questions from Spanish judges. 


